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After a long discussion, and some heated disagreements, we agreed that the Enigma would be a
stand alone listening room, with two large screens and a powerful sound system, with some

curiosities, namely, a circular booth with 20 stools, and a huge touch sensitive light grid. Though
Enigma monochromatic looks are uniformly sophisticated and timeless, they each feature key details
that make them as individual as each owner. Shawl shams are offered in a variety of solid, gradated
and textural-rich prints, and the luxury bedding is made exclusively with premium Down comforters
from the Comforter Company . The contemporary quilt and pillow line is available in a silky Sheer,

Rayon-like Day, as well as dark Napier fabrics. For the ultimate experience, the shimmering pattern
of the ( textured ) Enigma bedding and accessories line is available in the enigma Signature

Collection. Being an artist isnt about what you say about yourself. It's about revealing who you are
and who you wanna be. I suppose you could say that I'm the creator of a new icon-style for

womenswear: something fresh, alive, inspired and super feminine at the same time. It's an aesthetic
thats a natural extension of whats around me every day, and has been for decades. Theres no doubt
in my mind that every day I wake up and walk around Los Angeles, New York, London, and Australia,
Im in the midst of a global conversation about womenswear (and fashion in general), something that

I certainly didnt set out to be a part of. Im amazed to think thats even possible. I could easily be
teaching and travelling right now- but instead Im in my studio, guiding projects that connect with the
womenswear Ive enjoyed growing up. Its wonderful to be able to do what I love everyday, and Im so
grateful that its enabled me to keep up this rambunctious constant engagement with the industry,

and to be able to do it with such a close circle of friends.
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A few months back I ordered a Shag Rug and a Wicker with a
Palm tree tree for the living room. Shag rug was easy - ordered

almost two months in advance. It arrived and a month later
(took 3 days for shipping) it was installed. I liked the way it
looked - beautiful. But when the folks at delivery showed up

with a Red Flag, which is their way of saying that there is
something wrong with the order. I just looked at them kind of
dumbfounded because I had not even opened the box to see
the rug! they said they had inspected the box and found very

small pieces of knots in the wool, that is considered a defect in
the rug and they had to have the rug rewoven. I dont know

what was in the box. It could have been anything from the top
of my head to a tiny piece of a cat's fur. So I called customer

service several times and asked them how is it that they made
such a mistake? Did they check the wool before or after

putting the box in the mail? And they were totally clueless.
After 4-5 months, I was told that i would have to pay $300 to
have the rug rewoven and reordered. Whew! but it came out
looking great. I asked them not to give the red flag the Shag
Rug. It is gorgeous, and I always recommend it. But, I am not
sure what effect it will have on the durability of the rest of the

rug. I will let you know. Project Managers are all about the
details, and this project was no different. I was extremely

pleased with the way my site came together. All the details
that we discussed were implemented perfectly. Project

Managers are all about the details, and this project was no
different. They were very responsive to any question I had

throughout the process. They were very organized and kept
me informed every step of the way. There was a background
noise issue when we would contact, they would immediately
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place a filter on their phone and respond as soon as possible. I
have been doing business for many years and have not

experienced a group of professionals that handle contracts and
interactions with you with such grace, efficiency and finesse. I
will be recommending Shaver Commercial to any prospective

clients that I have the pleasure of talking to. Thank you Shaver
Commercial for everything!! 5ec8ef588b
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